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A method (called binaural enhancement) for enhancing interaural level differences at low frequen-

cies, based on estimates of interaural time differences, was developed and evaluated. Five condi-

tions were compared, all using simulated hearing-aid processing: (1) Linear amplification with

frequency-response shaping; (2) binaural enhancement combined with linear amplification and

frequency-response shaping; (3) slow-acting four-channel amplitude compression with independent

compression at the two ears (AGC4CH); (4) binaural enhancement combined with four-channel

compression (BE-AGC4CH); and (5) four-channel compression but with the compression gains

synchronized across ears. Ten hearing-impaired listeners were tested, and gains and compression

ratios for each listener were set to match targets prescribed by the CAM2 fitting method. Stimuli

were presented via headphones, using virtualization methods to simulate listening in a moderately

reverberant room. The intelligibility of speech at 660� azimuth in the presence of competing

speech on the opposite side of the head at 660� azimuth was not affected by the binaural enhance-

ment processing. Sound localization was significantly better for condition BE-AGC4CH than for

condition AGC4CH for a sentence, but not for broadband noise, lowpass noise, or lowpass

amplitude-modulated noise. The results suggest that the binaural enhancement processing can

improve localization for sounds with distinct envelope fluctuations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major problem experienced by hearing-impaired lis-

teners is difficulty in understanding speech in noisy environ-

ments. This difficulty is only partly alleviated by the use of

hearing aids (Moore et al., 2001). Moreover, hearing-

impaired listeners achieve less binaural gain in intelligibility

than normal-hearing listeners when the speech and back-

ground sources are spatially separated (Levitt and Rabiner,

1967; Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1989; Koehnke and Besing,

1997; Richards et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2010a). In this

paper we evaluate a method of signal processing that could

be applied using bilaterally fitted hearing aids to enhance

interaural level cues at low frequencies. We assessed the

benefits of the signal processing for sound localization and

the intelligibility of speech in background sounds using

hearing-impaired listeners and simulated hearing aids.

The benefit of spatial separation of the target signal and

background sources depends partly on the fact that the

momentary signal-to-background ratio (SBR) is often better

at one ear than the other. Listeners can attend to whichever

ear gives the better SBR at a given time, and may switch

attention rapidly from one ear to the other. This is called the

“better-ear” effect (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988; Brungart and

Iyer, 2012). However, the benefit of spatial separation also

depends on binaural processing, sometimes called “binaural

unmasking” or “binaural squelch” (Bronkhorst and Plomp,

1988). The main binaural cues are interaural time differences

(ITDs), which can also be considered as interaural phase dif-

ferences (IPDs), and interaural level differences (ILDs). ITDs

are mainly useful for low frequencies (below 1500 Hz) and

ILDs are mainly useful for high frequencies (above 1500 Hz)

(Rayleigh, 1907; Moore, 2012). ITD and ILD cues can be used

to reduce the masking effects of one sound on another (Hirsh,

1948; Levitt and Rabiner, 1967), to reduce “informational

masking” (Freyman et al., 1999), and to “track” sound sources

over time (Darwin and Hukin, 1999).

In complex auditory environments, ITD and ILD cues

vary markedly across different frequency bands and over

time. Within a given frequency band, the ITD and ILD cues

tend to be dominated by a single sound source over short

time intervals, but the cues are corrupted to some extent by

the presence of other sounds. Hearing-impaired people may

have difficulty using ITD and ILD cues for the following

reasons:

(1) Hearing loss is usually associated with reduced fre-

quency selectivity (broader auditory filters) (Glasberg and

Moore, 1986; Moore, 2007b). This impairs the ability to

extract ITD and ILD cues within narrow frequency bands.

(2) Sensitivity to ITDs may be reduced (H€ausler et al.,
1983; Gabriel et al., 1992; Moore, 2007b; Moore, 2014),a)Electronic mail: bcjm@cam.ac.uk
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especially for narrowband signals. Also, sensitivity to ITDs

tends to become poorer with increasing age, even when

audiometric thresholds are normal or near-normal (Hopkins

and Moore, 2011; Moore et al., 2012a; Moore et al., 2012b).

This is important, since most users of hearing aids are older

people.

(3) Perception of ILD cues may be distorted because of

the effects of loudness recruitment (the unusually rapid growth

of loudness with increasing sound level) (Fowler, 1936).

However, it is possible that hearing-impaired people can adapt

to this and learn to use the altered cues appropriately.

The multi-channel amplitude compression that is com-

monly used in hearing aids may actually disrupt the use of

ILD cues, since compression is applied independently across

the two ears. To alleviate this problem, some hearing-aid

models transmit information wirelessly between bilaterally

fitted hearing aids. This allows the parameters that determine

the short-term settings of the automatic gain control (AGC)

system to be synchronized across aids. In principle this can

lead to the preservation of ILD cues, which in turn might

lead to better sound localization. However, the benefits of

synchronization of AGC settings across ears are not firmly

established (Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Wiggins and

Seeber, 2013).

Over the last few years, several manufacturers have

introduced hearing aids that can swap audio signals wire-

lessly between the two ears (Moore, 2007a). In principle,

this can allow new types of signal processing, which might

provide progress toward the goal of improving the ability of

hearing-impaired people to understand speech in situations

where background sounds are present. Several researchers

have described methods of processing sounds that could be

applied in such hearing aids. Most methods are based on the

use of ITDs and ILDs to enhance SBRs (Greenberg and

Zurek, 1992; Kollmeier et al., 1993; Kompis and Dillier,

1994; Wittkop et al., 1996; Campbell and Shields, 2003;

Luts et al., 2010). The basic goal is similar to the goal of

using directional microphones, namely, to preserve the level

of the “target” sound, which is usually assumed to come

from a frontal direction, while reducing the level of interfer-

ing sounds coming from other directions. Creating a highly

directional characteristic by combining the signals from mul-

tiple microphones distributed across ears is often referred to

as “binaural beamforming” (usually there are two micro-

phones in each hearing aid).

The simplest of the processing methods described by

Kollmeier et al. (1993) works in the following way. The

sound is split into a large number of frequency bands. The

ITDs and ILDs within each band are determined on a

moment-by-moment basis. If the ITD and ILD are small

within a given band, then the signal within that band proba-

bly came from directly in front of the head (although it could

in fact come from any direction in the median plane). In that

case, the signal in that band is passed unaltered. If the ITD

and/or ILD are large within a given band, that indicates that

the signal in that band is dominated by sound coming from a

direction that is off to one side. In this case, the signal in that

band is attenuated. In practice, the amount of attenuation is

related to the magnitudes of the ITDs and ILDs, and the

attenuation is made to vary smoothly over time and across

frequency bands. The overall effect of the processing is that

sounds from the frontal direction are preserved, while sounds

from other directions are attenuated.

Evaluations of this system (Kollmeier et al., 1993)

showed that it could give significant improvements in the

intelligibility of speech in a “cocktail party” situation (with

several interfering speakers at various angles), provided that

there was no reverberation; the improvements were roughly

equivalent to those produced by a 5-dB change in SBR.

However, the performance of the algorithm worsened when

reverberation was present. Several more complex schemes

have been developed and evaluated, with promising results

(Kollmeier et al., 1993; Wittkop et al., 1996). However, the

schemes are computationally intensive, and they introduce

time delays in the signal that may be unacceptable (Stone

and Moore, 2005; Stone et al., 2008). Further evaluations are

necessary to assess how well such schemes may work in

everyday situations. There is some evidence that such

schemes may be effective for people with cochlear implants

(van Hoesel and Clark, 1995; Hazrati and Loizou, 2013).

A similar approach was evaluated as part of the

European HearCom project (Luts et al., 2010). The coher-

ence of the sounds from the two ears was estimated in differ-

ent frequency bands. If the coherence was low, the band was

assumed to contain mainly diffuse energy arriving away

from the frontal direction and was attenuated. This algorithm

was preferred by hearing-impaired subjects over the non-

processed condition and resulted in less listening effort,

although no significant improvement in speech reception

threshold was found.

Hamacher et al. (2005) and Hamacher (2006) reviewed

the possibilities for using blind source separation for applica-

tion to wireless hearing aids. In contrast to binaural beam-

forming, blind source separation requires no information on

the spatial location of the target speaker or the relative posi-

tions of the microphones. The number of sound sources that

can be separated is the same as the number of microphone

inputs. Hence a binaural system with four microphones

could, in principle, separate up to four sound sources. One of

the sources will usually be the hearing aid wearer’s own

voice. A two-microphone binaural blind source separation

algorithm was tested by Luts et al. (2010). It significantly

improved speech intelligibility when there was only a single

interfering sound source but, due to the limitations on the

number of microphones, had a negative effect compared to

the unprocessed condition when interfering sounds were pre-

sented from three directions. A problem with blind source

separation is that one source needs to be selected as the tar-

get, with the other sources attenuated. It is not obvious how

to select the target so as to satisfy the wishes of the user of

hearing aids. Indeed, the user may wish to switch attention

from one source to another. It is possible that the wishes of

the user could be determined via assessment of the direction

of eye gaze or by the measurement of evoked potentials, but

these possibilities have not been tested in practical

situations.

Some schemes for noise reduction explicitly attempt to

preserve binaural cues (Van den Bogaert et al., 2009).
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However, many schemes based on binaural processing lead

to a single signal with an improved SBR; this single signal is

then presented diotically (the same signal at each ear). This

means that any potential benefits that might be obtained

from auditory binaural processing are lost. Even for process-

ing schemes that preserve two signals, one for each ear, the

interaural cues are often distorted or reduced compared with

what would be obtained for unprocessed signals. Thus, the

potential for binaural processing in the auditory system is

partially or completely lost.

An alternative approach is to increase the magnitude

of ITDs and ILDs. In principle, this should have effects

similar to those produced by increasing the spatial separa-

tion between the target and masking sounds, which might

lead to improved intelligibility of speech in a background

of speech (Freyman et al., 1999). A processing scheme of

this type was described by Durlach and Pang (1986), but it

was not fully evaluated. However, a modification of the

scheme was evaluated by Kollmeier and Peissig (1990).

They found that the processing sometimes led to improved

intelligibility of speech in noise, but only when the listen-

ing situation was relatively simple, for example, when

the speech came from in front and there was a single inter-

fering sound at 30� to the right. In more complex situa-

tions, no benefit was found. Also, hearing-impaired

subjects only showed a benefit from the processing when

they showed reasonably good binaural processing abilities,

as measured, for example, by the threshold for discriminat-

ing changes in ITD.

As described above, many hearing-impaired and older

people have reduced sensitivity to ITD cues, which may

partly account for the difficulty that they have in complex

auditory environments (Neher et al., 2012). However,

hearing-impaired people often have a reasonably good abil-

ity to use ILD cues. In practice, ILDs are usually very small

at low frequencies (below about 1500 Hz), because low-

frequency sounds diffract around the head; there is little or

no head-shadow effect at low frequencies. However, human

listeners, including hearing-impaired people, are able to use

ILD cues at low frequencies (Yost and Dye, 1988), perhaps

because such cues do sometimes occur, when the sound

source is close to the head of the listener (Brungart and

Rabinowitz, 1999).

The present paper evaluates the potential benefits of a

method for enhancing low-frequency ILD cues. The method

could be implemented using bilaterally fitted hearing aids

that are able to swap data and signals across ears. The

method is described in detail below. Briefly, the relative

phase at the two ears is extracted for center frequencies

below 1500 Hz. If there is a phase lead of u at the left ear at

a specific center frequency, indicating that the signal at that

frequency comes from a source to the left, then the relative

levels at the two ears are adjusted so that there is an ILD

favoring the left ear (the level at the left ear is increased and

the level at the right ear is decreased). The amount of the

ILD increases with increasing u. This is expected to create a

(correct) perception of a sound to the left at that frequency,

even if the listener is insensitive to ITDs. Similarly, if there

is a phase lead of u at the right ear at a specific center

frequency, indicating that the signal at that frequency comes

from a source to the right, then the relative levels at the two

ears are adjusted so that there is an ILD favoring the right

ear. The processing leads to signals coming from the left

being enhanced at the left ear and signals from the right

being enhanced at the right ear. This was expected to lead to

an enhanced ability to hear and interpret the individual sound

sources, including speech (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988;

Brungart and Iyer, 2012).

The binaural enhancement processing was evaluated

using simulated hearing aids, and the experience of listening

in a room was simulated using virtualization methods, with

stimuli presented over headphones. Hearing-impaired listen-

ers were tested, and linear amplification or multi-channel

compression tailored to the individual hearing losses was

used.

II. METHODS

A. Binaural enhancement and amplitude compression
processing

The signal processing used the overlap-add method,

based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Allen, 1977). For

hearing-aid applications, the delay imposed by the process-

ing should be less than 10–20 ms, to avoid deleterious effect

on perception and on speech production (Stone and Moore,

1999, 2002, 2005). This constrained the duration of the

frames used in the overlap-add processing. We used the fol-

lowing characteristics:

(1) The sampling rate was 22.05 kHz, allowing processing

of frequencies up to 10 kHz.

(2) Each frame included 128 samples, lasting approximately

5.8 ms, giving 64 frequency bins and a frequency resolu-

tion of approximately 172 Hz.

(3) The frame overlap was 50%.

(4) Each frame was windowed with a raised-sine window (0

to p radians).

(5) An FFT was performed on the windowed frame.

(6) The gain prescribed for each listener for a 65-dB sound

pressure level (SPL) speech-spectrum signal using the

CAM2 fitting method (Moore et al., 2010b; Moore and

Sek, 2013) was implemented by multiplying the

frequency-domain representation of each frame with the

frequency-domain representation of the gain (compres-

sion processing was implemented later).

The use of these parameters meant that the shortest pos-

sible time delay introduced by the processing was about

8.7 ms.

1. Estimating the frequencies and phases
corresponding to spectral peaks

The binaural enhancement processing was applied only

for frequencies below 1500 Hz, which is the range over

which ILDs are small, except for a sound source that is close

to the head. Let the bin index be i (i� 1; i¼ 0 corresponds to

the DC term, for which there is no phase information). The

frequency bins to be processed were centered at
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approximately 172 Hz (i¼ 1), 344 Hz (i¼ 2), 516 Hz (i¼ 3),

688 Hz (i¼ 4), 860 Hz (i¼ 5), 1032 Hz (i¼ 6), 1204 Hz

(i¼ 7), and 1376 Hz (i¼ 8). When the signal led in time at

the left ear, the ITD was denoted as positive, and when the

signal lagged at the left ear, the ITD was denoted as

negative.

The output of a given FFT was used to calculate precise

estimates of the frequencies and phases of each spectral peak

over the range i¼ 1 to 8. A peak at an FFT bin was defined

as occurring when the magnitude in that bin exceeded the

magnitude in the adjacent bins [(M(i)>M(i �1)) and (M(i)
�M(iþ 1))], where M(i) is the magnitude of the contents of

bin i. If a peak was found at bin i, the true frequency of that

peak could have any value in the range (i 6 0.5)� 172 Hz.

For example, a peak at bin i¼ 3 (centered at 516 Hz) could

have a true value anywhere in the range 430 to 602 Hz. The

precise frequencies and phases of the peaks in the region from

bin 0 (0 Hz) to 9 (1548 Hz) were calculated using the algo-

rithm described by Macleod (1998). This was done separately

for each ear. The offset of the identified peak from the nearest

bin is denoted D (where �0.5<D�þ0.5). The estimate of

the “true” peak frequency was 172 (iþD) Hz. The phase at

bin i was adjusted by exp(jDp). This gave a more accurate

estimate of the ITD.

2. Initial adjustment of IPDs

The procedure described above gave an adjusted phase

between 0� and 360� for each bin, for each ear. The initial

IPD for a given frequency bin, IPDinitial(i), was calculated as

the phase at the left ear minus the phase at the right ear for

that bin. IPDinitial(i) was “corrected” so that it fell in the

range �180� to þ180�, as described below:

if IPDinitialðiÞ < �180�

then IPDcorrectedðiÞ ¼ 360� þ IPDinitialðiÞ ; (1)

if IPDinitialðiÞ > 180�

then IPDcorrectedðiÞ ¼ IPDinitialðiÞ � 360� : (2)

3. Resolving phase ambiguities

The largest ITD that can occur in everyday life is, on

average, 0.65 ms, for a signal at an azimuth of 90� to the left

(the exact value of the largest ITD depends on the size of the

head of the individual). This corresponds to a maximum IPD

in degrees that varies with i according to

IPDmax ¼ 0:65 � freqðiÞ � 360=1000: (3)

For i¼ 1–3, the ITD can be calculated unambiguously

from IPDcorrected(i). For example, for i¼ 2 (frequency

¼ 344 Hz), IPDcorrected(2)¼ 60� indicates an ITD of 0.484 ms,

while IPDcorrected(2)¼�60� indicates an ITD of �0.484 ms.

For bins i¼ 4–8 ambiguities can occur. For example,

IPDcorrected(i)¼ 180� could be associated with either a positive

or negative ITD. However, such ambiguities occur over only

a restricted range of IPDs.

We define a “critical frequency,” cfreq, above which the

IPD may exceed 180�, since the path-length difference

between the two ears exceeds half of one wavelength at

cfreq,

180 ¼ 0:65 � cfreq � 360=1000: (4)

Rearranging

cfreq ¼ 180 � 1000=ð360 � 0:65Þ ¼ 769 Hz: (5)

This is equivalent to i¼ 4.47. Hence, the IPD could exceed

180� for i¼ 4 and D¼þ0.47. The IPD above which check-

ing for ambiguities is necessary, IPDthr(i), is

IPDthrðiÞ ¼ 360� 0:65 � freqðiÞ � 360=1000

¼ 0:36 � ð1000� 0:65 � freqðiÞÞ; (6)

where freq(i) is the estimated frequency of a spectral peak at

bin i. Given that the estimates of phase and center frequency

are noisy, and that the maximum ITD varies with head size,

we incorporated a “safety factor,” SFACT, of 0.9

IPDthr0ðiÞ ¼ 0:36 � ð1000� 0:65 � freqðiÞÞ � SFACT:

(7)

Checking and “correcting” the IPD values was performed

whenever IPDthr’ was exceeded.

Phase ambiguities were resolved making use of the fact

that the spectral components in adjacent frequency bins tend

to be correlated (as they often are dominated by the same

sound source) and to have similar ITDs. Ambiguities can be

resolved by comparing IPDs across frequency bins. Consider

the example shown in Table I, where it is desired to resolve

ambiguity for i¼ 7. In the column “IPDcorrected(i),” the value

in parentheses indicates the alternative possible IPD. For this

example, it was assumed that the components in each bin

emanated from a source giving an ITD of 0.4 ms. The true

ITD is the ITD that is common across values of i. In practice,

the ITD values would not be exactly the same across adja-

cent i values. The phase ambiguities were resolved using the

following steps:

(1) Denote the possible alternative IPD to IPDcorrected(i) as

IPDAltcorrected(i).
(2) Denote the corresponding ITD values ITDcorrected(i) and

ITDAltcorrected(i).
(3) When considering the phase ambiguity for bin i, we

formed the following differences:

TABLE I. Example of the method for resolving phase ambiguities. The col-

umns show, from left to right, the bin index, i, the corresponding center fre-

quency, the corrected IPD (with the alternative possible IPD), and the ITD

corresponding to each IPD value. The ITD selected as the correct value

would be 0.4 ms for this example.

Value

of i
Frequency,

Hz

IPDcorrected(i),
degrees

Corresponding

ITD values, ms

6 1032 148.6 (�211.4) 0.4, �0.57

7 1204 173.4 (�186.6) 0.4, �0.43

8 1376 �161.9 (198.1) �0.33, 0.4
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ITDcorrectedðiÞ � ITDcorrectedði� 1Þ ¼ D1;

ITDAltcorrectedðiÞ– ITDAltcorrectedði� 1Þ ¼ D2;

ITDcorrectedðiÞ � ITDAltcorrectedði� 1Þ ¼ D3;

ITDAltcorrectedðiÞ–ITDcorrectedði� 1Þ ¼ D4:

(4) We determine which of D1, D2, D3, and D4 had the

smallest absolute value. The one that was smallest

defined the pair of values corresponding to the correct

ITD.

Consider the example given in Table I. For i¼ 7, D1¼ 0,

D2¼ 0.14, D3¼ 0.97, D4¼�0.83. D1 has the smallest

absolute value, so the correct ITD for bin 7 is ITDcorrected(7).

For i¼ 8, D1¼�0.73, D2¼ 0.83, D3¼ 0.1, and D4¼ 0. D4

has the smallest absolute value, so the correct ITD for bin

8 is ITDAltcorrected(8).

4. Using the ITDs to introduce ILDs

Our implementation of the algorithm described by

Macleod (1998) returns two-channel arrays including logical

flag arrays that indicate bins in which there is a local peak.

Ideally, these logical flag arrays would be identical for the

two ears. However, this is unlikely always to be the case

when background sounds and/or reverberation are present. If

the estimated ITD was positive for a given bin, suggesting a

sound source to the left, we used the left-hand logical flag

array to determine whether there was a peak at that bin.

Conversely, if the ITD was negative, we used the right-hand

logical flag array to determine whether there was a peak at

that bin. ILDs were then introduced for bins where a peak

was identified in this way.

Let the magnitudes for bin i at the left and right ears be

denoted M(i)l and M(i)r, respectively. When the ITD for bin

i was positive, indicating a source on the left side, the value

of M(i)l was increased and the value of M(i)r was decreased.

When the ITD for bin i was negative, indicating a source on

the right side, the value of M(i)l was decreased and the value

of M(i)r was increased. As described in Macleod (1998), for

real-time low-delay applications like the present one, most

of the energy of the FFT of a sinusoid is contained in just

three bins, the one containing the peak and the two bins on

either side of this peak. When a peak was identified for bin i,
the same ILD enhancement was therefore applied to bins i
�1, i, and iþ 1. When there was a peak in bin i and another

peak in bin iþ 2, the ILD associated with the peak of greater

magnitude was used in bin iþ 1.

The function used as a model for the introduction of

ILDs at low frequencies was intended to capture the general

trends in the ILDs measured for high-frequency tones

(Feddersen et al., 1957). It can be described by the following

equation:

ILD ¼ ILDmax � ½ðsineðabsðITD � 90=0:65ÞÞ�0:9; (8)

where ILDmax is the maximum ILD (occurring for an azi-

muth of approximately 90�), the quantity (ITD*90/0.65) is in

degrees, and the ITD is in ms. For a 3000-Hz tone, ILDmax is

approximately 11 dB. We used a similar relationship for the

ILDs imposed on the low-frequency bins. In practice this

was implemented using a look-up table.

The values of ILD for each bin, ILD(i) (dB), were

smoothed across frames to avoid abrupt changes in level and

to reduce the effect of errors in correcting for phase ambigui-

ties. To perform the smoothing, at any given time one of two

amounts of smoothing were used, one for an “attack” mode

and one for a “release” mode. The value of the ILD for bin i
and frame j was smoothed by

either ILDði; jÞsmoothed ¼ ILDði; jÞ � ð1–kattackÞ
þ kattack � ILDði; j� 1Þ; (9)

or ILDði; jÞsmoothed ¼ krelease � ILDði; j� 1Þsmoothed;

(10)

where ILD(i, j)smoothed represents a weighted sum of the ILD

values for frame j and for the previous frame and kattack and

krelease are parameters (<1) controlling the relative weighting

of earlier frames.

To determine when kattack [Eq. (9)] or krelease [Eq. (10)]

was used, for each frame and each bin two versions of

ILDsmoothed(i, j) were calculated, one when the ITD for the bin

was positive (left-leading), and one when the ITD was nega-

tive (right-leading). The corresponding smoothed ILD values

are denoted ILDLeftSmoothed(i, j) and ILDRightSmoothed(i, j). If

the bin ITD for frame j was positive, then ILDLeftSmoothed(i, j)
was updated using Eq. (9) with the attack time constant and

ILDRightSmoothed(i, j) was updated using Eq. (10) with the

release time constant. If the bin ITD for frame j was negative

then ILDLeftSmoothed(i, j) was updated using Eq. (10) and

ILDRightSmoothed(i, j) was updated using Eq. (9). The smoothed

ILD for the ear at which the attack happened was used to

update ILDsmoothed(i,j) at the output of the algorithm. The

smoothed ILD for the other ear was not used for that frame.

The attack and release times used were 6 and 60 ms, respec-

tively. These were defined as the durations over which, in

response to a step change at the input, the output settled to

50% of the stable value (the “half-life”). For the sampling

rate, frame size and overlap of the FFTs used here, kattack

¼ 0.6647 and krelease¼ 0.9665.

The absolute value of the level change at each ear for bin

i and frame j is ILDsmoothed(i, j)/2 (decibels). The value of

ILDsmoothed(i,j)/2 was converted to an amplitude ratio: a(i, j),

aði; jÞ ¼ 10ðILDsmoothedði;jÞ=40Þ: (11)

If ITD(i,j) was positive, M(i,j)l was multiplied by a(i,j) and

M(i,j)r was divided by a(i,j).
If ITD(i,j) was negative, M(i,j)l was divided by a(i,j)

and M(i,j)r was multiplied by a(i,j).

5. Amplitude compression processing

For some conditions (see Sec. II B for details), each bin-

aurally enhanced frame was processed by a 4-channel AGC

system. The boundary frequencies between channels were

nominally 500, 1500, and 3500 Hz. The bins contributing to

channels 1 to 4 were 0 to 3, 4 to 9, 10 to 21, and 22 to 64,
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respectively. For each frame, the power in each channel was

calculated by summing the power contributions from the

bins within that channel. The channel powers were processed

using a dual-acting AGC algorithm very similar to that

described by Stone et al. (1999). Briefly, for each time

frame, two running averages of the channel powers were cal-

culated, one with fast time constants, and the other with slow

time constants. When the power in the current frame was

less than N dB above the slow running average, the gain was

determined by the slow average after updating with the cur-

rent frame power. If the power in the current frame exceeded

the slow running average by more than N dB, then the fast

average, again after updating, was used to calculate the

required gain. The fast attack and release times were 3 and

80 ms, respectively (in practice, the attack time was limited

by the frame duration). The slow attack and release times

were 325 and 1500 ms, respectively. The slow AGC process-

ing included a “hold” system that stopped updating of the

slow average during short pauses in the input signal. This

prevented the gain from increasing during these pauses,

avoiding undesirable “pumping.” The hold time was 600 ms.

The compression ratio used in each channel was that pre-

scribed for each participant by the CAM2 fitting method

(Moore et al., 2010b; Moore and Sek, 2013). The value for N
was 10 dB, except when the compression ratio exceeded 2,

when it was reduced to 8 dB. The reduction to 8 dB decreased

the likelihood of excessively loud peaks occurring at the out-

put of a channel when the listener had more than a moderate

hearing loss for frequencies within that channel. The updated

gain for each channel was applied to each bin allocated to that

channel. Step changes in gain at channel edges were avoided

by smoothing the gain across bins with a 3-tap finite impulse

response filter whose coefficients were [0.24, 0.52, 0.24]. The

filter was run twice on the frame: Once from low to high bin

numbers and once in the reverse order. The smoothed gain for

each bin was applied to the binaurally enhanced frame.

In one condition, the time-varying gain for each channel

was synchronized across the two ear signals, as is done in

some commercially available hearing aids, in order to pre-

serve the ILD. Denote the running average power for frame j
for a given channel for the left and right ear as P(j)l and P(j)r.

The gains were synchronized by setting both P(j)l and P(j)r

to the higher of P(j)l and P(j)r. The resulting value was used

to update the compressor gain separately for each ear. When

the hearing loss in the two ears was symmetric, i.e., requiring

the same gain prescription, the algorithm was equivalent to

setting the channel gain for both ears to the gain for which-

ever ear had the lower gain.

6. Output

Each enhanced and compressed output frame was win-

dowed using the same raised-sine window as used at the start

of the processing of the frame, and an inverse FFT was

applied. The resulting time waveform was added back into

its correct place in the output buffer. This process was

repeated for the series of overlapping frames and performed

separately for each ear.

B. Room simulation, equipment, and conditions

There were five signal-processing conditions:

(1) Linear amplification with frequency-response shaping

(LIN). The gain as a function of frequency was that pre-

scribed by the CAM2 fitting method (Moore et al.,
2010b) for speech with a level of 65 dB SPL.

(2) Binaural enhancement combined with linear amplifica-

tion and frequency-response shaping as in (1) (BE).

(3) Four-channel amplitude compression (AGC4CH). The

gains and compression ratios were as prescribed by the

CAM2 method. The compression was independent at the

two ears.

(4) Binaural enhancement combined with four-channel com-

pression as in (3) (BE-AGC4CH).

(5) Four-channel compression, as in (3), but with the com-

pression gains synchronized across ears (SYNC-

AGC4CH).

Comparison of results for conditions LIN and BE allows

assessment of the benefits of the binaural enhancement when

using linear amplification. A comparison of results for condi-

tions AGC4CH and BE-AGC4CH allows assessment of the

benefits of the binaural enhancement when using compres-

sion amplification. A comparison of results for conditions

LIN and AGC4CH allows assessment of whether the com-

pression processing disrupts performance. A comparison of

results for conditions AGC4CH and SYNC-AGC4CH allows

assessment of the benefits of synchronizing compressor

gains across the two ears. The order of testing the five proc-

essing conditions was counter-balanced across listeners.

Virtualization methods similar to those used previously

(Culling, 2013; Culling et al., 2013) were used to simulate

real-world sound sources in a moderately reverberant room

with dimensions 5� 4� 2.5 m (L�W�H). The absorption

coefficients of the internal surfaces were all set to 0.3. This

was chosen to produce a reverberation time, T60, of 316 ms

(Sabine, 1964). The value of T60 was chosen as a compro-

mise between two requirements; we wanted the reverbera-

tion time to be long enough to be representative of a living

room, but not so long that reverberation would severely dis-

rupt binaural cues. The simulated listener was centered in

the room, and all simulated sound sources were positioned

1 m from the center of the simulated listener’s head. Virtual

stimuli were presented at 1.5 m height, at 0� elevation. The

sequence of steps in the simulation was:

(1) An image-source model (Allen and Berkley, 1979) was

used to synthesize binaural room impulse responses

(BRIRs) between the virtual source and the simulated

listener’s head. Each ray path between the virtual source

and the simulated listener’s head was calculated by the

image-source model. For each ray, the angle of incidence

at the head was used to determine a corresponding

head-related impulse response (HRIR) for each ear, cho-

sen from the publicly available database of KEMAR

manikin recordings made by Gardner and Martin (1995).

The HRIRs were delayed and scaled appropriately,

depending on the ray path lengths and the absorption
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characteristics of the surfaces from which the rays had

reflected, and added to produce a BRIR.

(2) Convolution of the BRIR with a sound sample provided

a virtual sample of the sound reaching the simulated lis-

tener’s head from that source.

(3) The spatialized signals for each ear were filtered using

the inverse of the diffuse-field response of KEMAR

(Killion, 1979) and allowing for the fact that the stimuli

were presented via Sennheiser HD580 headphones

(Sennheiser, Wedemark, Germany). These have approxi-

mately a diffuse-field response so a filter was used to

also correct for the differences between the response of

the headphones as measured on KEMAR and the

diffuse-field response of KEMAR.

(4) This sequence of steps was repeated for each source sig-

nal in its respective position in the virtual room.

(5) Signals were generated by an ESI UGM96 sound card

(Leonberg, Germany) at a sampling frequency of

22 050 Hz, using a custom-written MATLAB (Mathworks,

Natick, MA) script with a response interface. Listeners

were tested in a sound-isolated, double-walled chamber.

Two types of measures were obtained: Speech intelligi-

bility and sound localization. For the speech intelligibility

measurements, the target and background were male speak-

ers of British English. The target sentences were taken from

the audio-visual adaptive sentence list (ASL) corpus

(MacLeod and Summerfield, 1990). The background was a

mixture of two male talkers, each reading from a passage of

connected prose. In one condition, the target was presented

at an azimuth of 60� and the background was presented at an

azimuth of �60�. In a second condition, the positions of the

target and background were switched. The order of the two

conditions was counterbalanced across listeners. Listeners

were instructed regarding the location of the target. For each

condition, the listener repeated 15 sentences from a single

randomly selected ASL list. Responses were transcribed by

the experimenter. The level of the target speech was 65 dB

SPL. The SBR of �4 dB was chosen on the basis of pilot

experiments so as to give an intermediate level of intelligi-

bility (50%–70% correct). The duration of the background

was 3.5 s, including 10-ms onset and offset ramps. The back-

ground began 500 ms before the target sentence, and contin-

ued after the target sentence had finished for approximately

1500 ms, depending upon the length of the target. Each ASL

list presented was novel. No feedback was provided.

For the localization measurements, there were four stim-

ulus types:

(1) Broadband speech-shaped noise (0.1–11 kHz). Its dura-

tion was 500 ms, including 10-ms onset and offset

ramps. This was chosen to assess whether the binaural

enhancement processing would be of benefit when local-

ization cues were available over a wide frequency range,

including ILD cues at high frequencies.

(2) Lowpass-filtered speech-shaped noise (0.1–1 kHz). Its

duration was 500 ms, including 10-ms onset and offset

ramps. This was chosen to assess whether the binaural

enhancement processing would be of benefit when

localization cues were available only for frequencies

where the main cue is usually ITD.

(3) A lowpass noise the same as described under (2), except

that the noise was 100% amplitude modulated (AM) at a

4-Hz rate. This stimulus was included since we antici-

pated that, when room reverberation was present, the

binaural enhancement algorithm would work most effec-

tively during rising portions of the envelope. This is dis-

cussed in more detail in Sec. IV.

(4) Male speech (British English, the phrase “Where am

I?”). Its duration was 850 ms. This was chosen to assess

whether the binaural enhancement processing would be

of benefit for a broadband sound that is relevant to

everyday life. Unlike the unmodulated noises, speech

has distinct envelope fluctuations, which again might

increase the effectiveness of the binaural enhancement

processing (see Sec. IV).

On each trial, a sound was presented from a pseudo-

random selection of one of ten possible azimuths: �90�,
�70�, �50�, �30�, �10�, 10�, 30�, 50�, 70�, and 90�. The

sound level of each signal was 65 dB SPL. Listeners were

given a schematic diagram of the sound source positions,

which were labeled 1 to 10. They responded with a number

corresponding to the perceived source position. Feedback

was given, including the correct sound source position.

Within a single block of trials, stimulus type and processing

condition were kept constant. There were 10 repetitions for

each sound source azimuth, and thus 100 trials within each

block.

C. Listeners

Ten hearing-impaired listeners were tested (5 females, 5

males, mean age¼ 72 yrs, range¼ 53–80 yrs). Air- and

bone-conduction audiometry were conducted using a

Grason-Stadler GSI 61 audiometer (Eden Prairie, MN). Air-

bone gaps were 10 dB or less, indicating that the hearing

losses were sensorineural. Most listeners had hearing losses

that were greater at high frequencies than at low frequencies.

The pure-tone-average (PTA) hearing loss across ears and

across the frequencies 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz ranged from 25 to

66 dB. The PTA hearing loss across the frequencies 3, 4, and

6 kHz ranged from 40 to 87 dB. The hearing losses were

approximately symmetrical across the two ears of each lis-

tener; PTA values across 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz differed across

ears by 15 dB or less, and 7 out of 10 across-ear differences

in PTA were 5 dB or less.

III. RESULTS

A. Speech intelligibility

Mean scores (percent correct key words) across the ten lis-

teners are presented in Fig. 1. A one-way within-subjects analy-

sis of variance (ANOVA) based on rationalized arcsine unit

(RAU)-transformed percent-correct scores (Studebaker, 1985)

showed no significant effect of condition (F(4,36)¼ 1.54,

p> 0.05). Mean scores were 59.1%, 59.8%, 56.8%, 61.8%,

and 59.4% for conditions LIN, BE, AGC4CH, BE-AGC4CH,

and SYNC-AGC4CH, respectively.
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It can be concluded that (1) The multi-channel compres-

sion processing did not improve or impair intelligibility rela-

tive to linear amplification (comparing conditions AGC4CH

and LIN); (2) the binaural enhancement combined with four-

channel compression (BE-AGC4CH) did not lead to any sig-

nificant benefit relative to four-channel compression alone

(AGC4CH); (3) synchronization of gains across ears

(SYNC-AGC4CH) did not lead to any significant benefit rel-

ative to unsynchronized gains (AGC4CH); and (4) binaural

enhancement (BE) did not lead to a significant benefit rela-

tive to linear amplification (LIN).

B. Localization

Percent-correct scores were transformed to RAU for sta-

tistical analysis. A within-subjects ANOVA was conducted

with factors processing condition, sound source position, and

stimulus type. This showed a significant main effect of posi-

tion (F(9,81)¼ 6.06, p< 0.01), consistent with previous

work showing that accuracy is better for sounds toward the

front than for sounds toward the side (Moore, 2012). There

was also a main effect of stimulus type (F(3,27)¼ 3.19,

p< 0.05). There was no significant main effect of processing

condition but there was a significant interaction between

processing condition and stimulus type (F(12,108)¼ 2.71,

p< 0.01).

A complementary analysis based on mean localization

error in degrees showed a broadly similar pattern of results.

A within-subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect of

sound source position (F(9,81)¼ 8.11, p< 0.01) but no sig-

nificant effect of processing condition or stimulus type.

There was again a significant interaction between processing

condition and stimulus type (F(12,108)¼ 3.58, p< 0.01).

The interaction between processing condition and stim-

ulus type for both percent correct scores and errors justified

a separate analysis for each stimulus type. Figure 2 shows

the localization results for the speech stimulus. The upper

panel shows the mean percent correct for each condition and

each source position. A two-way within-subjects ANOVA

on the RAU-transformed percent correct scores showed sig-

nificant main effects of condition (F(4,36)¼ 3.80, p< 0.05)

and sound-source position (F(9,81)¼ 5.39, p< 0.01), but no

interaction (F(36 324)¼ 1.32, ns). The mean scores were

33.5%, 35.3%, 31.2%, 44.9%, and 33.7% for conditions

LIN, BE, AGC4CH, BE-AGC4CH, and SYNC-AGC4CH,

respectively. Planned post hoc comparisons were made

between the following pairs of conditions: LIN and BE;

AGC4CH and BE-AGC4CH; LIN and AGC4CH; and

AGC4CH and SYNC-AGC4CH. Since there were four com-

parisons, the criterion for significance was taken as

p< 0.0125. The mean score was significantly higher for con-

dition BE-AGC4CH than for condition AGC4CH (p< 0.01).

Consistent with this, the score was higher for condition BE-

AGC4CH than for condition AGC4CH for 9 out of the 10

source positions, which is significant at p< 0.01 according

to a binomial test. The comparison BE-AGC4CH versus

SYNC-AGC4CH approached but did not reach significance

(p¼ 0.017). However, the score was higher for condition

BE-AGC4CH than for condition SYNC-AGC4CH for all 10

source positions, which is significant at p< 0.001 according

to a binomial test. No other pairwise differences were

significant.

The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows error scores for the

speech stimulus. A two-way within-subjects ANOVA on the

error scores showed significant main effects of position

(F(9,81)¼ 5.54, p< 0.01), and condition (F(4,36)¼ 4.90,

p< 0.01), but no interaction (F(36,324)¼ 0.76, ns). The

mean error scores were 20.8�, 18.5�, 26.7�, 14.9�, and 20.4�

for conditions LIN, BE, AGC4CH, BE-AGC4CH, and

SYNC-AGC4CH, respectively. For the same four planned

comparisons as conducted on the percent correct scores, the

mean error was significantly lower for BE-AGC4CH than

for SYNC-AGC4CH (p¼ 0.011). The comparison between

BE-AGC4CH and AGC4CH approached but did not reach

significance (p¼ 0.021). However, the mean error was lower

for condition BE-AGC4CH than for condition AGC4CH for

all 10 source positions, which is significant at p< 0.001

according to a binomial test. Also, the mean error was signif-

icantly lower for condition BE-AGC4CH than for condition

SYNC-AGC4CH for all 10 source positions, which again is

significant at p< 0.001.

FIG. 1. Mean percentage correct speech scores. Error bars indicate 61 stan-

dard error (SE) across listeners.

FIG. 2. Mean scores for the localization task for the speech stimulus,

expressed as percent correct (top) and mean errors (bottom). Error bars indi-

cate 61 SE.
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These results suggest that (1) The binaural enhance-

ment processing combined with four-channel compression

produced a benefit relative to four-channel compression

alone and this effect was significant for both percent cor-

rect scores and errors; (2) binaural enhancement combined

with four-channel compression led to significantly better

performance than obtained with gains synchronized across

ears; (3) the four-channel compression did not significantly

degrade performance relative to linear amplification,

although there was a trend in that direction; (4) the binau-

ral enhancement processing did not significantly improve

performance relative to linear amplification, although there

was a trend in that direction; (5) performance was not sig-

nificantly better with gains synchronized across ears than

with gains not synchronized across ears (SYNC-AGC4CH

versus AGC4CH).

Figures 3–5 show the results for the broadband noise,

lowpass noise, and AM lowpass noise, respectively, again

plotted as percent correct (upper panels) and mean errors

(lower panels). Within-subjects ANOVAs conducted sepa-

rately on the RAU-transformed percent correct scores and

errors for each stimulus type showed significant effects of

sound-source position, but no significant effect of condi-

tion and no significant interaction. Thus, the binaural

enhancement processing was not beneficial for these

stimuli.

In summary, the results for the speech stimulus showed

significantly better localization performance for the binaural

enhancement processing combined with four-channel com-

pression (BE-AGC4CH) than for four-channel compression

alone (AGC4CH). The results for the speech stimulus also

showed significantly better localization performance for

BE-AGC4CH than for the condition with compression gains

synchronized across ears (SYNC-AGC4CH). No significant

benefit of the binaural enhancement was found for localiza-

tion of the lowpass noise and broadband noise.

IV. DISCUSSION

The four-channel compression (condition AGC4CH) did

not significantly affect sound localization relative to linear

amplification. Nor did it affect speech intelligibility. Thus,

the independent compression at the two ears did not have

any significant adverse effects. This may reflect the fact that

the compression was slow-acting most of the time, so that

ILD cues were minimally disrupted. Consistent with this,

neither intelligibility nor localization scores differed signifi-

cantly between the conditions without and with synchroniza-

tion of gains across the two ears (conditions AGC4CH and

SYNC-AGC4CH).

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2, but for the broadband noise stimulus.

FIG. 4. As Fig. 2, but for the lowpass noise stimulus.

FIG. 5. As Fig. 2, but for the lowpass AM noise stimulus.
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At first sight, the lack of effect of gain synchronization

on intelligibility appears to be inconsistent with the results

of Wiggins and Seeber (2013). They found that speech intel-

ligibility for normal-hearing listeners was significantly better

with synchronized than with unsynchronized compression.

However, they used a compression system with 5-ms attack

time and 60-ms release time. These time constants are much

shorter than those of the system used in the present study.

Also, they used a high compression ratio of 3, while we used

compression ratios that were tailored to the hearing loss of

each listener and were mostly below 3. Wiggins and Seeber

found that the benefit of synchronized over unsynchronized

compression was the same for binaural listening and for

monaural listening to the ear with the better SBR. They

interpreted this as indicating that the benefit was due to

changes to the signal at the better ear and not to the preserva-

tion of ILD cues. The synchronization was associated with

smaller and slower changes in gain over time. With the pre-

dominantly slow-acting AGC system used in the present

study, gain changes were relatively small and slow even

without synchronization across ears, so it is not surprising

that no benefit of synchronization was found. To check this

explanation, histograms were determined of the gains

applied in each channel of the simulated hearing aid for each

ear, for conditions AGC4CH and SYNC-AGC4CH. For both

conditions, the gain values for a given channel and ear clus-

tered within a small range, which was usually less than 1 dB

and exceptionally up to 1.5 dB.

The results did not show any benefits of the binaural

enhancement processing for speech intelligibility. There

may be several reasons for this. First, the enhancement proc-

essing was applied only for frequencies below about

1500 Hz. Components in this frequency range contain about

47% of the information in speech (ANSI, 1997), while

higher-frequency components contain about 53%. It may be

the case that any benefits of the increased ILDs at low fre-

quencies were simply too small to be measurable. A second

possibility is that the binaural enhancement processing oper-

ated imperfectly, because of limitations in the method for

correcting for phase ambiguities and because of the effects

of reverberation in the simulated listening room.

Reverberation can lead to ITDs longer than 0.65 ms (Dietz

et al., 2013), and this would prevent effective operation of

our method for resolving phase ambiguities.

The results did show a benefit of the binaural enhance-

ment processing for sound localization, but only for the

speech stimulus, and not for the broadband noise, lowpass-

filtered noise, or lowpass filtered AM noise. The localization

of speech was significantly better for condition BE-AGC4CH

than for condition AGC4CH or condition SYNC-AGC4CH.

Performance did not differ significantly for conditions LIN

and BE. However, linear amplification is rarely if ever used in

current hearing aids, since it does not allow restoration of the

audibility of weak sounds without making intense sounds

uncomfortably loud. In practice, some form of amplitude

compression is almost universally used in hearing aids

(Moore, 2008). Therefore, the better performance for condi-

tion BE-AGC4CH than for conditions AGC4CH and SYNC-

AGC4CH is relevant and meaningful.

One might expect the greatest benefit of the binaural

enhancement processing to occur for the lowpass-filtered

noise, which was restricted to the frequency range over

which the binaural enhancement processing was applied.

However, this was not the case. A possible explanation for

the pattern of the results is connected with the effects of

sound reflections in the simulated listening room. ITD infor-

mation generally gives a reliable indication of the location of

the sound source for the leading parts of the sound, which

travel directly from the source to the ears, but not for the lag-

ging parts of the sound, which result from reflections from

room surfaces. This is the basis for the precedence effect,

whereby leading parts of the sound receive much more

weight than lagging parts in judgments of sound localization

(Wallach et al., 1949; Litovsky et al., 1999). Speech sounds

have distinct amplitude fluctuations and the leading parts of

the sound reaching the ears are usually associated with rising

amplitudes. Correspondingly, human listeners use ITDs in

the temporal fine structure of modulated sounds only during

the rising portion of each modulation cycle (Dietz et al.,
2013, 2014). The binaural enhancement processing may

have been effective for the speech stimulus because the

interaural phase was reasonably reliably estimated during

the rising portions of the speech signal, and hence the

imposed ILDs also gave reliable location information during

the rising parts.

While steady noise stimuli do contain amplitude fluctua-

tions, these are much less pronounced than for speech, and

the fluctuations are independent in different frequency

bands, whereas they are partially correlated across frequency

bands for speech (Crouzet and Ainsworth, 2001). It may

have been the case that, for the unmodulated noise stimuli,

the ITD was not estimated reliably by the binaural enhance-

ment algorithm, because of the lack of distinct rising por-

tions in the stimulus envelope (apart from the onset). We

had anticipated that the binaural enhancement processing

might be more effective in enhancing sound localization for

the AM noise, since it did contain distinct rising portions.

However, this was not the case.

To assess the effectiveness of the binaural enhancement

processing under the simulated reverberation used in the

experiments, we compared the imposed ILDs, called hereaf-

ter enhancement gains, for two cases, one with simulated

anechoic presentation and one with the simulated room used

for the experiments. As an example, consider a simulated

sound source to the right. In the anechoic condition,

enhancement gains favoring the right ear were applied. In

the reverberant condition, the enhancement gains favoring

the right ear were reduced due to less reliable estimation of

ITD by the algorithm. The corrupting effect of the simulated

room reverberation for a given azimuth was quantified as the

mean enhancement gain in the reverberant condition divided

by the mean enhancement gain in the anechoic condition.

We refer to this ratio as g. Enhancement gains were initially

averaged across the entire stimulus, but excluding the first 3

frames and excluding frames whose level was more than

15 dB below the root-mean-square level. The smaller the

value of g, the greater is the corrupting effect of the reverber-

ation. The analysis was conducted separately for each
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simulated azimuth (�90�, �70�, �50�, �30�, �10�, 10�,
30�, 50�, 70�, and 90�) for the bin centered at 516 Hz. For

the steady broadband or lowpass filtered noises, the value of

g varied from 0.11 to 0.51 across azimuths, with a mean of

0.34. Thus, the simulated reverberation substantially reduced

the enhancement gains. The values of g for the AM lowpass

filtered noise tended to be higher, ranging from 0.21 to 0.59,

with a mean of 0.40. Thus, the simulated reverberation

reduced the enhancement gains, but not as much as for the

steady noise. The values of g for speech ranged from 0.23 to

0.92, with a mean of 0.424. Thus, the effects of reverberation

on the enhancement gains were smallest for the speech

signal.

We next conducted a similar analysis, but restricted to

the frames of each stimulus whose level was greater than

�15 dB relative to the root-mean-square level and which fell

on a rising portion of the stimulus; the rate of change of level

had to exceed 0.25 dB/ms. This led to higher values of g,

especially for the AM noise and the speech. The mean values

of g were 0.55 for the steady noise, 0.66 for the modulated

noise, and 0.66 for the speech. Thus, the binaural enhance-

ment algorithm did indeed work more effectively during the

rising portions of the stimuli. However, it is puzzling that

performance was higher for condition BE-AGC4CH than for

condition AGC4CH only for the speech and not for the AM

lowpass noise. Possibly the relatively rapid inherent random

amplitude fluctuations in the lowpass noise disrupted the

ability to make selective use of the rising portions of the

envelope produced by the imposed AM.

It is noteworthy that most sounds of interest in the envi-

ronment, such as speech, music, alarm sounds, and

approaching objects, do contain distinct portions with rising

amplitude. The binaural enhancement processing may be

effective in enhancing localization for such sounds.

However, that remains to be determined.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A method for enhancing ILD cues at low frequencies,

based on estimates of ITD cues, was developed and evalu-

ated. It was anticipated that the binaural enhancement might

lead to improved intelligibility of speech in a background

sound when the speech and background were spatially sepa-

rated, and might also improve sound localization. Scores

were compared for five conditions, all using simulated

hearing-aid processing:

(1) Linear amplification with frequency-response shaping

(LIN).

(2) Binaural enhancement combined with linear amplifica-

tion and frequency-response shaping (BE).

(3) Four-channel amplitude compression with independent

compression at the two ears (AGC4CH).

(4) Binaural enhancement combined with four-channel com-

pression (BE-AGC4CH).

(5) Four-channel compression but with the compression

gains synchronized across ears (SYNC-AGC4CH).

Stimuli were presented via headphones, using virtualiza-

tion methods to simulate listening in a moderately

reverberant room. Independent compression at the two ears

did not significantly degrade intelligibility relative to linear

amplification and synchronization of gains across ears did

not improve intelligibility. Also, there was no benefit of the

binaural enhancement processing for speech intelligibility.

Sound localization measured both as percent correct and

localization error was significantly better for binaural

enhancement combined with four-channel compression

(condition BE-AGC4CH) than for four-channel compression

alone (condition AGC4CH) and for four-channel compres-

sion with gains synchronized across ears (SYNC-AGC4CH)

for a sentence, but not for broadband noise, lowpass noise,

or lowpass AM noise.
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